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MODELINGAND ANALYSIS OF
INERTIAL-CONFINEMENT-I?USIONFACILXTIES

Ihor O. Bohachevsky and Alfred T. Peaslce, Jr.
Los Alamos National Labora~ory

Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

ABSTRACT
Approximate analytic models are used to explore

relations among technical and economic characteris-
tics of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) facilities.
Presented are attainable pulse rates for differrnt
reactor cavities and dependencies of the unit produc-
tion cost of electricity on ICF driver pulse ●nergy
a~d repetition rate and on the facility size and the
performance of the driver-pellet combination, The
results indicate that economic electricity production
with ICF reactors may require repetition rates of
-15 Hz or 20 Hz but that it may be achieved with
values of the driver efficiency-pellet. gain product
as low as -3 or 4.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of ICF fti(i]i ties !or the gtneratiotl o~ electric-

ity and production of speciitl nuclear materials has l’wen stud-

ied for a decade. Many reactor conrepts have

analyzed: wetted and magnrtiually protect~’d

the modified wetted wail concept, 3 HYLIFE.4

the renewable solid wall proposed by WEC0,7

though previous ●ttempts have been made to

been proposed and

1,2
wall concepts,

sOLASE, 5 H1BALL,6

and others. 4 Al-

model and deduce

t rends and param~tric dependencies of costs and operating

8-10
characteristics of ICF facilities,

prwide ● sufficient.ly wide overview of

the lCF procetis may be technically ●nd

This paper in intended to correct

these attempks did not

paraneter ranges where

economically feasible,

the ●bove deficiency,

We employ ●pproximate ●nalytic performance ●nd coat models to

@
f )
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gain insight in~o the dependence of ●conomic and teckical

characteristics on the relevant parameters. The objective is

to ●xhibit ;elative trends and to indiratt= dir~ctions for most

profitable research and development efforts and not LO deter-

mint= thr absolute production costs.

The presentation is organized as follows: In Section 11,

wc m-de] the time re~{uircd to clear the ICF reactor ca~?ity of

thr fuel pellet micrnrxplosion products and th(is reestablish

the interpulse ambient conditions dictated by the beam propa-

gation and pellet injection requirements. The results oi this

mnfieling ●stimate the frequencies available for cavity opera-

tions. In S~ction Ill, wc model the dependence of th? levt=l-

ized (average) life-ry~.le unit production cost on the dr]vt’r

and powt*r plant chariirtcristics. The driver charart~ristics

con~idered ore pulsr rnergy aqd repetition rate; the power .

plant characteristics considered are plant size (grosti power)

and thv driver-pellet p~rformanre rxpressed Sy the praduct of

the driver ●fficiency and the p~llet gain. In the concluding

Section IV, we discuss tie r:sult>.

11. REACTORCAVITYCtfAl?I~c TIME

The reactor cavity must be cleared of the reaction prod-

ucts ●fter ●ach fuel pellet nicroexploslon to reestablish

betwe~n successive pulses the ●mbient conditions compatible’

with satisfactory beam propagation ●nd pellet injection. We

postulate that the medium in the reactor cavity imdiatcly
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after the pelle~ microexplosion behaves like an ideal gas with

a constant ratio of specific heats, y, and consider two mech-

anisms for its evacuation: exhaust through a nozzle and con-

densation on a cool and wet wall.

Maximum mass flow rate through a DeLaval uozzle is achiev-

ed when the nozzle operates above the critical pressure ratio;

we assume this to be the case. We also assume that the initial

temperature following pellet microexplosion, To, is much higher

than the desired interpulse ambient temperature Ta, in particu-

lar that ~To/Ta >> 1. Then the time required to exhaust fusion

products and to attain the nmbient temperature Ta appears to be

imiepen~ent of To and given by:

(1)

m is the mO”Lt?cular (atomic) weight of the ravity medium, R is

the universal gas constant, V is the reactor cavity volume, and

A is the nozzle throat area, For a spherical cavity and a cir-

cular nozzle V/A = (4/3) Rc (Rc/Rti)2,

cavity radius ●nd Rn the nozzle thro~t

Eq, (1) may be found in Ref. 8 or in

dynamics.

where Rc is the reactor

radiua. A derivation of

●ny standard text on gas

The absence of an explicit dependence of rn on To is Only

apparent; the required ambient state ia specified by th~
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particle number density, nh, the calculation of which requires

the knowledge of the initial postexplosion ccnditirms.

The reciprocal of the cavity clearing time, T;], is the

highest frequency at which the c~vity can he operatrd. It is

plotted in Fig. 1 with y = 1.2 and Kc = 150 cm 8s a funrtion of

the ratio Rn/Rc for different values of 4m/T=. Clearly. high-

frequency operation requires a low atomic weight medium; this

requirement is at variance with the use of a gas for the wall

protection berause sub~tta-itial absorption 01 x rays requirrs

a hiRh atomic weight gas.

When the cavity exhaust is through condensation on a cool

and wet wall, the exhaust tim~ Tr is

(2)

where nn is the initial postexplosion particle density ●nd S is

the &urfnce area of the reartor cavity on which the condensa-

tion occlrs; 3,8 for ● spherical cavity V/S ❑ Rc/3. This ex-

pression is based on the postulate that all molecules which

strike the wall ●dhere to it and are removed from the cavity.

The pulse frequency, T~l, implied by Eq. (2) ia plotted in

Fig. 2 for Iic = 1S0 cm ●s ● function of To ●nd of the ratio

no/na.
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11]. ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

In this study of the economics of the ICF process we used

several cost estimates of ICF systems. Reasonable agreement

was found between independently published estimates by the

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),l* the University of

Wisconsin,6 AVCO,12
13

and the Los Alamos National Laboratory.

The capital costs of various

in terms of the pulse energy,

These estimates, adjusted to

Driver, $1.9 x 108 ~0.8
; KrF

ICF drivers have been estimated

E(liJ), delivered to the pellet.

1981 doliars, are: C02 Laser

Laser Driver, $2.5 x 108 E0”8;

Heavy Ion Driver, $5.0 x 108 E0”4. Detailed cost estimates of

C02 laser drivers, including the costs of rircu]ating and coul-

ing the lasing medium, carried out at Los Alamos National

Labox.ltory,
13

have quantified the dependence of rapit.al cost on

pulse repetition

pulse repetition

dependence can

freqwncy. In the range cf pulse ●nergies and

frequencies of interest in this study, this

be approximated by an exponential function

included in Eq, (3).

To the capital costs of the driver must, he added6 the

capital costs of the reactor cavity and blanket ($200 II);

liquid metal pumps ($56 M); the Fellet. factory ($200 M); and

miscellaneous pipes, dump tanks, and cleanup systems ($40 M);

or approximately $500 Il. Finally, we ●dd the capital cost of

turbines and gener~tors.

These estimates are stumnarized by the following

expreeaion:
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where C is the total capital COBt, d = 0.50 $/watt, and

0= 0.026. The gross (’lri.trir ●nergy output pcr pulse, W, i:+

w= [ 1Y(O.7 Ex + 0.3) + E rlt (IIJ)
L

(4)

Y= EC(H) . (5)

In this analysis we used an optimistic approximation to rho

15gain function derived by Rangertrr, Hark, and Thiessen, and

Rivefl by

G(E) = kEP (6)

with k = 21.fJ,

coefficients a,

iisted in Table

beam drivers.

P = 0.76 when E is in rnegajoule@ (IIJ). The

h , and the ●conomy of scale exponent~ a, ar~

1 for C02 laser, KrF la~er, ●nd heavy ion (HII

The levelized life-cycle cost IS comwily used in ●conomic

compariaone of unit production costs. It is th~ ratio of fn-

nua 1 ●xpenditures to the annual output Werkaed over the
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lifetime, L, of the plant. The levelized lift~-cycle cast, U,

is given by the analytic expression

u=$-(&+M) (7)

$
L

where B = (J + i)y-j , Q= (1 + Z)x
]+J

F( )’

----- .
]+]

, X iS the

J = J =

construction period in years, i is the annual interest rate,

and z is the inflation rate. The net electricity ~roduction

rate, P~, is

w~ere qd is the driver efficiency (E/qd is the circulating

fraction requi,red to operate the driver); and the maintenance

6,14and operating cost, M, .is approximated with

II= 16 x 106 + 0.02C + 3.16 x 107 fc
P’

(9)

where c is the pellet cost, here assumed eqllal to 0.10 $/
P

pellet.

The unit production cost, U, given by Eq, (7) becomes a

function of the pulse energy, E, and of the frequency f, when

Eqs . (3)-(6) with Eqs. (8) and (9) are substituted into

Eq. (7). The dependence of the cost on these two variables in
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the range ] < E < 5 HJ, 5 < f ~ 50 Hz is presented in Figs. 3-- —

and 4. The results show that at low pulse energies the unit

cost is a strong function of the frequency for frequencies less

than approximately 10 Hz but that the cost becomes nearly in-

dependent of the frequency beyond approximately 20 Hz. The

inpu~ for thesti calculations is surmnar~zed in Table 11. Simi -

lar results were calculated for other drivers; KrF laser and

HI accelerator were chosen for presentation as representatives

of low and high efficien[-y drivers.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the dependence of the produc-

tion cost on the driver characteristics: pulse energy and

frequency. For general -Slfstems and economics analyses it is

useful and convenient to know the dependence of the production

cost on integrated facility characteristics.

of these are the size of the plant and th,-

driver-fuel pellet combination. We use the

output, fY, as a measure of the plant size

The most relevant

performance of the

gross fusion power

and the product of

the driver ●fficiency with the pellet gain as a measure of the

driver-pellet performance. The corresponding re~tilts are shown

in Figs. 5 and 6. The plots terminate where either of the

inequalities, E ~ 5 HJ and f ~ 50 Hz, is violated.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results presented

the following observation

thus far withcat conssents indicate

and conclusions. Exhaust of the

fusion products through

tion rates greater than

nozzles will not ●dmit pulse repeti-

-] or 2 Hz unless the Fds load on the
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exhaust system is veiy light. However, condensation of rear-

tion products on cool, wet walls of ICF reactor c~vities may

allow pulse rates perhaps as high as

forts should be directed to devclap

schemes compatible with the use of the

evacuation. One such scheme is being

Alamos National Laboratory. 3,16

100 Hz. Therefore, ef-

cavity wall protection

condensation for cavity

investigated at the Los

The dependence o.C the unit production cost of electricity

on ~he ICF driver pulse energy a~d repetition rate shows that

the cost varies rapidly with pulse energy and repetition rate

at low values of these parameters, i.e., E ~ 2 NJ, f ~ 10 Hz.

The sensitivity of the cott to variation ir) frequmcy decreases

with increasing pulse energy

potential cost reductions will

-20 Hz. This appears to be

16production facilities.

and frequency and most of the

be achieved at frequencies above

a genrral characteristic of ICF

The dependence cf the unit production cost on ~he facility

size

with

show that ❑ost of the economies of scale will be attained

facility sizes greater than -500 Md of fusion power, fY.

The dependence of the unit production cost on the driver-pellet

performance, measured with the driver efficiency-pellet gain

product, shows that economic ●lectricity production may be

possible with the values of this product as low as approxi-

❑ately three or four when neutron ●nergy ia multipl~ed and when

account is taken of the fact that the pulse ●nergy of tk

driver remaina in the thermal cycle. Neutron ●nergy multipli-

cation ●s low as 1.5 (used in this investigation) appeara
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sufficient; it is easily achievable even with nonfissionablc

(e.g., beryllium) multipliers. 16 Fissionable (e.g., 2%)

multipliers improve the performance by approximately a factor

16,17of ten.

The above conclusion is very encouraging; we hopr that

results of more detailed and accurate results will sustain it.

To a large degree it is a ccmseqiience of high gain ~stimiit~s

used in this study. Conservative readers may use explicit

expressions presented throughout the paper to derive their own

cost estimates. The trends and chanRcs of costs vith different

parameters do not depend strongly on the values of constant:;

that specify the gain function.

We conclude this presentation with a zu.mmary of the char-

acteristics of the ICF reactor designs p~oposed by various

gzoups at dif<erent times. The values of the four parameters

used in this study to characterize ICF reactor systems (E, f,

qdG , fY) are listed in Table 111. The table shows that the

individual designs are larger than necessary to exploit the

economies of scale but that the operating pulse rates are much

lower than the desirable value of 20 Hz. It is necessary to

point out that some of the postulated higher pulse rates are

not always consistent with the :-esults presented in Fig. 1.

The high values of the product IIdG reflect the past prevailing

confidence in the ability to design and manufacture high gain

furl pellets. The results of this tttudy indicate that the

requirements on that parameter may not be as severe as pre-

ViOUS].y thought.
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TABLE I

DR1\’ER COST CIIARACTERISTICS

a h a Ii.—— —. -.. ——.— - —...—.
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TABLE 11

INPUT TO U(E,f) COI’lPUTATION

i = 0.15 Ex= 1.5

z = 0.10 ~t = O.h

x= 8 years = 0.10 $/pellt”t
CP

L = 30 years 4 = 0.G26

k = 21.6 d = 0.5 $/watt

$=0.78
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TABLE 111

CHARACTERISTICSOF ICF REACTORSYSTEMS

Design

SNL (LIGHT ION)

LAM (HAG WALL)

HYLIFE

WECO(Laser)

WECO(Hi)

SOLASE

HIBALL

_&l_
12.0

140

4.5

2.0

2.0

1.0

4.8

&_
35.0

loooa

1.5

10.0

10.0

20.0

S.oa

tldc

5.7

6,3

20.0

17.5

52,5

10.05

22.0

(:).—
3.0

1.4

2.7

3.5

3.5

3.0

1.992

— ——

8Per cavity, Reactor haa four cavities.
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Fig, 1. Pulse repetion rate with nozzle exhjust.
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m=6.94
Rc=150cm

,.OOO

Fig, ?. Pulse repet ion rate with surface condensation.
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Fig. 3. Variation of ti,e unit production cost with pulse
energy, E, and repetion rate, f, for KrF laser
driver,
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Fig. 4. Variation U, the unit production cost with pulse
energy, E, and repetion rate, f, for HI beam
driver.
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qd=o.04

q+=oa40
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Fig, 5, Variation of the unit production cost with facility
size, fY, and driver-pellet performance, qdG, for
KrF laser driver,
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qd=0.25
7t=o.40

Fig, 6. Variation of ti~c unit production cust with facility
size, fY, and driver-pellet performance, qdG, for
HI beam driver.


